Shirts
- Plain long or short-sleeved collared, 3-button polo style burgundy shirt
- Tucked in at ALL times
- May also wear any Jefferson Academy t-shirt
- **NOT permitted:** logos, patterns and stripes
- **NOT permitted:** button-down or oxford shirts

Belt
- Solid black or brown only
- Must be worn with all bottoms that have loops
- Belt buckles no larger than 2 in.
- **NOT permitted:** studs, engraving, holes, designs, colors other than black/brown

Socks
- Must be solid burgundy, white, black, flesh colored or gold
- Socks must remain below knee
- Leggings must be solid burgundy, white, black, flesh colored or gold and tucked into appropriate sock

Accessories
- Purses no larger than 8" x 8"
- Earrings no larger than a quarter.
- Bangles, rings and necklaces must be suitable for a professional environment
- **NOT permitted:** jewelry with inappropriate symbols/designs
- **NOT permitted:** oversized headbands, cat ears, bows and flowers, head scarves, head-ties, sweatbands and bandannas
- **NOT permitted:** make-up, lipstick, colored-gloss, etc.

Pants/Shorts/Skirts
- Must be Docker style, solid, tan khakis w/front & back pockets
- Cuffs of pants must touch tops of shoes; not tucked into socks
- Skorts/skirts are allowed. Must be within two inches of the knee
- **NOT permitted:** joggers, skinny pants, legging fabric, low-rise pants, cargo pants/shorts, jean-like pants, tight-fitting, spandex, embroidery, ruffles, wide-leg

Shoes
- Solid black or brown dress shoes or sneakers
- May only have slight white accents, as in the laces, logos, or soles (less than 20%)
- Maximum 1” heels on girls’ shoes
- Boots must be solid black or brown
- **NOT permitted:** studs, fur, spikes, designs, and ANY color other than white on sneakers, including soles, trim, stitching and/or logos, work boots (i.e. Timberlands or similar boots)
Uniform Policy
Consequences

1st Offense of Quarter
• Will receive uniform sticker and letter
• Parent will be notified by Behavior Tech
• Loaner item provided if available
• No exceptions unless parent speaks with an administrator
• Egregious uniform violations will lead to in-school suspension until issue is corrected

2nd Offense of Quarter
• Will receive uniform sticker and letter
• Parent will be notified by Behavior Tech
• Will serve lunch detention the same day
• Loaner item provided if available
• Egregious uniform violations will lead to in-school suspension until issue is corrected

3rd Offense of Quarter & beyond
• Will receive uniform sticker and letter
• Parent will be notified by administrator
• Will serve after-school detention the following day from 3:15-4:15 pm
• Repeated offenses will result in escalating consequences, including but not limited to Saturday detention, parent conference and in-school suspension
• Egregious uniform violations will lead to in-school suspension until issue is corrected

Other Items

Sweaters/Sweatshirts
• Burgundy or Black only
• May be a traditional cardigan, crew neck or V-neck sweater/sweatshirt
• Must be worn over a uniform shirt
• Must be plain or have the Trojan logo. No other logos or designs are permitted.
• NOT permitted: hoodies, zippers, ruffles, lace, designs, stripes

Physical Education
• Burgundy Jefferson PE Logo shirt or solid burgundy or white shirt
• Solid black shorts no more than 2 inches above the knee or loose fitting black sweatpants
• NOT permitted: bottoms that are short (see above) multi-colored, spandex or Lycra, tight fitting, or feature any logos or designs
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